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Summary

Objective: A metaschema is an abstraction network of the UMLS’s semantic network
(SN) obtained from a connected partition of its collection of semantic types. A lexical
metaschemawas previously derived based on a lexical partition which partitioned the
SN into semantic-type groups using identical word-usage among the names of
semantic types and the definitions of their respective children. In this paper, a
statistical analysis methodology is presented to evaluate the lexical metaschema
based on a study involving a group of established UMLS experts.
Methods: In the study, each expert was asked to identify subject areas of the SN based
on his or her understanding of the various semantic types. For this purpose, the expert
scans the SN hierarchy top-down, identifying semantic types, which are important and
different enough from their parent semantic types, as roots of their groups. From the
response of each expert, an ‘‘expert metaschema’’ is constructed. The different
experts’ metaschemas can vary widely. So, additional metaschemas are obtained
from aggregations of the experts’ responses. Of special interest is the consensus
metaschema which represents an aggregation of a simple majority of the experts’
responses. Statistical analysis comparing the lexical metaschema with the experts’
metaschemas and the consensus metaschema is presented.
Results: The analysis results shows that 17 out of the 21 meta-semantic types in the
lexical metaschema also appear in the consensus metaschema (about 81%). There are
107 semantic types (about 79%) covered by identical meta-semantic types and
refinements. The results show the high similarity between the two metaschemas.
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1. Introduction

The Semantic Network (SN) [1—3] is one of the three
knowledge resources of the Unified Medical Lan-
guage System (UMLS) [4,5]. SN consists of 135 broad
categories called semantic types. Pairs of semantic
types are connected by hierarchical (IS-A) and non-
IS-A semantic relationships (in short, semantic rela-
tionships). The SN provides an overarching abstrac-
tion of the Metathesaurus (META) [6,7] which is the
concept repository of the UMLS with about 900,000
concepts in [8]. The SN can help in user orientation
into the large META knowledge base, as each con-
cept in the META is categorized as belonging to one
or more semantic types.

There are about 7000 semantic relationships con-
necting pairs of semantic types in the SN. Hence,
although the size of the SN is magnitudes smaller
than the size of the META, it is still hard for a user to
comprehend the SN.

In order to support orientation into the SN, we
introduced the notion of a metaschema [9]. A
metaschema is a higher-level network that serves
as a compact abstraction of the SN. As shown in [9],
the notion of a metaschema offers various compact
partial views which can help users in their orienta-
tion to the SN. In [10] an auditing technique for
concept categorizations based on a metaschema
was presented. These applications of metaschemas
are presented in Section 2.3.

A metaschema is based on an underlying partition
of the SN into connected groups of semantic types.
Forexample, thecohesivemetaschema in [9] is based
on our partition of the SN presented in [11]. In our
previous work, we derived the lexical metaschema
[12] based on a lexical partition using identical word-
usage among the names of semantic types and the
definitions of their respective children. A more
detailed description of the lexical partition and lex-
ical metaschema is presented in Section 2.2.

In this paper we will present techniques to eval-
uate the lexical metaschema’s quality. For this pur-
pose, we conducted a study involving a group of
experts who have published on UMLS research or
related topics. In this study, each expert was asked
to manually mark semantic types which are deemed
as important and sufficiently different compared to

their parents. These semantic types serve as roots of
semantic-type groups of his/her partition of the SN.
By doing this, each expert derived his/her own
partition. A metaschema, called an expert
metaschema, can then be built from each such
partition. We found that these expert metaschemas
vary so widely that they cannot serve as suitable
evaluation yardsticks for our lexical metaschema.
Therefore, we built a collection of ‘‘cumulative
metaschemas,’’ each of which represents a level
of aggregation of experts’ opinions. Of particular
interest is the consensus metaschema which was
selected from these cumulative metaschemas to
represent a simple majority of experts’ opinions.
The lexical metaschema was then compared in
detail to the expert metaschemas and the consensus
metaschema using a statistical analysis method. The
comparison results are presented and analyzed.

2. Background

2.1. Metaschema of the SN

The notion of metaschema was introduced in [9] as
an abstraction of the SN. A metaschema is based on
a connected partition of the SN where the SN’s IS-A
hierarchy is partitioned into disjoint semantic-type
groups. A partition is said to be connected if each of
its semantic-type groups satisfies the condition that
its semantic types together with their respective IS-
A links constitute a connected subgraph of the SN
with a unique root. Additionally, while a semantic-
type group can be a singleton (i.e., can contain only
one semantic type), that singleton semantic type
cannot be a leaf in the SN’s hierarchy. This condition
is imposed because the metaschema should mani-
fest some size reduction, which singletons do not
contribute to. However, a singleton containing a
non-leaf semantic type is allowed, since it may
express an important internal branching point in
the metaschema.

In a metaschema, each semantic-type group
of the partition is represented by a single node,
called a meta-semantic type (MST). Two kinds of
relationships connect meta-semantic types. The
hierarchical meta-child-of relationships between
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Furthermore, the statistical analysis shows that the lexical metaschema did not
grossly underperform compared to the experts.
Conclusion: Our study shows that the lexical metaschema provides a good approx-
imation for a partition of meaningful subject areas in the SN, when compared to the
consensus metaschema capturing the aggregation of a simple majority of the human
experts’ opinions.
# 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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